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✩
The letters ea make the ea sound as in head.

Write an ea word to complete each sentence. Choose from the words in the box. 
Then write the whole sentence.

Remember: A sentence starts with a capital letter and ends with a period.

spread  tread  bread  dead  head
Tim said no, and he shook his .

The ducks like eating .

 some jam on the bread.

The letters ear make the ear sound as in fear.

In the fairy tale Little Red Riding Hood a wolf dresses up 
in Grandma’s clothes. 

“What big ears you have,” 
said Little Red Riding Hood.  

“All the better to hear you with,  
my dear!” said the wolf. 

Write the words from the story with ear in them.

The ea and ear sounds
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This page focuses on words with the short ea and ear sounds. Help your child to 
read, choose, and write appropriate words to complete sentences, before writing 
them in full. He or she should then read the story to identify and list ear words.
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The letters ea make the ea sound as in head.

Write an ea word to complete each sentence. Choose from the words in the box.  
Then write the whole sentence.

Remember:  A sentence starts with a capital letter and ends with a period. 

spread  tread  bread  dead  head
Tim said no, and he shook his .

The ducks like eating .

some jam on the bread.

The letters ear make the ear sound as in fear.

In the fairy tale Little Red Riding Hood a wolf dresses up 
in Grandma’s clothes.  

“What big ears you have,” 
said Little Red Riding Hood. 

“All the better to hear you with, 
my dear!” said the wolf. 

Write the words from the story with ear in them. 

The ea and ear sounds

head

bread

Spread

ears hear dear
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